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What happened to our
romantic relationships at
the time of the internet?
de l’amour of Franck Leibovici is an attempt to organize the literary production of love at the digital age.
Through four chapters, we dive into a combination of reader-voyeur in a shady world, totally connected to the
epistolary traditions but radically upset by the immense production of contemporary text.
One of the chapters of the book takes up the well-worn epistolary style of the “Spanish prisoner” or the “letter
of Jerusalem” that has been rife since the 16th century in the West and is nowadays in the form of unwanted
solicitations from young women who invade e-mail boxes. Here, the work of Franck Leibovici is to systematically answer his e-mails by imposing on himself a writing protocol - to which they bend - pushing this writing
of fraud to unprecedented poetic extremes.
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Two other chapters find their raw material in a dating site and a forum for dating encounters. By searching
these thousands of pages of sentimental autobiographies and organizing them - without ever altering the original text - de l’amour offers us the heart-stories of today, in the spirit of those who live them.
The last part of the book is the conversational analysis of an erotic amateur video found on the Internet. Here
remains only a partition that allows to replay the action, an opera libretto of a sex scene during which the silences are millimetered and the groans reproducible to the identical.
All these avatars of love portray the portrait of a generation that renews the codes of the meeting and the
production of peripheral texts to these sentimental relationships. Through an ambitious “writing without
writing” (Kenneth Goldsmith), Franck Leibovici signs his first book for Jean Boîte Éditions.

The portrait of a generation
that renews the codes
of love meeting

franck leibovici is born in 1975 on the reunion island (france). as a poet and artist, he worked on the so called
“low intensity” conflicts by creating exhibitions, performances, publications using graphic scores and writing systems coming from experimental music, dance and linguistic—un mini-opéra pour non musiciens (mf,
2018). he also published spams correspondences and 70 hours speeches (lettres de jérusalem, 2012 ; filibuster,
jeu de paume, 2013).
his work on the ecologies of artworks was published in a book that looks like a “panini album” or transcriptions
of day-to-day conversations as well as drawings—des récits ordinaires (les presses du réel / villa arson, 2014,
with grégory castéra and yaël kreplak)—or installations—the training, an artwork for later and after, biennale
de venise, 2017.
since 2014, franck leibovici has been working with julien seroussi on exhibitions entitled “law intensity conflicts”
and books (bogoro, questions théoriques, 2016) about the invention of contemporary international justice and
the first trial of the international criminal court (icc) in the hague.
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Collection Uncreative Writings
Uncreative Writings is a collection of conceptual poetry, writing without writing and literary readymades. This
collection invites authors and artists to reveal the language in the digital age: its quality, its fragmentation, its
visual dimension, its ease of access and its almost unlimited availability.
These conceptual writings and experimental texts are the continuation of a secular history: the way ideas are
exchanged, commented, selected, reused, recycled, adapted, updated, cited, extracted, duplicated, given,
appropriated, disseminated, signed and pirated. The way is open for a literary revolution.
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